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The presidential election contest has narrowed even further in recent weeks. The Economist Intelligence
Unit maintains its forecast of a narrow win by Barack Obama, based on his position in opinion polls and
advantages in the electoral college system, but the close nature of the race means a win from either
candidate is effectively plausible.
With one week to go until the presidential election on November 6th, the race for the presidency
is as tight as it has been at any time during the contest. The president, Barack Obama, and the
Republican candidate, Mitt Romney, a former Massachusetts governor, are running in statistical ties
in most national-level polls. However, Mr Romney holds a narrow lead in the aggregate of nationallevel polls that are published by RealClearPolitics, a Chicago-based political aggregation website.
Immediately ahead of a series of three presidential debates, Mr Obama had led his opponent by some
4-5 percentage points in national polls, but that lead steadily collapsed after the president turned in
a particularly lukewarm performance at the first debate, on October 3rd. Mr Romney, by contrast, was
forceful and persuasive, and easily won the debate. Nonetheless, the subsequent improvement in his
polling position has been unexpectedly sharp. The main reason is likely to have been that Mr Romney
was highly effective in projecting a moderate policy stance in the debates, compared with the much
more conservative one he espoused during the Republican primaries. Voters may also have had an
unduly poor opinion of Mr Romney before the debates, as a consequence of heavy advertising by the
Obama campaign over the summer trying to paint Mr Romney as a right-wing, out-of-touch privateequity executive. Finally, Mr Obama’s polling strength before the debates (like Mr Romney’s polling
weakness) was probably overstated, meaning that there was a degree of mean reversion when more
voters started focusing on the contest. In any case, Mr Romney succeeded in hauling himself back
into contention during October. His polling surge was largely complete by the last week of the month,
leaving neither candidate definitely ahead.

Electoral college calculations are key
Even with his national-level polling lead—of less than 1 percentage point on aggregate, which is
within the polls’ margin of error—Mr Romney is not necessarily the favourite to win. Indeed, our
election forecast has for some months been that Mr Obama would pull out a narrow win in the race.
This is based on the relative position of the two candidates on the only metric that really matters in the
US presidential election: the electoral college. This winner-takes-all system assigns a state’s electoral
votes to the top vote-winner in each state. Consequently, the election effectively comes down to
the election outcome in a handful of “swing states” where polls indicate that neither candidate is
decisively ahead. With 538 electoral votes up for grabs, the next president needs to obtain 270 to
take office. According to aggregated polling from RealClearPolitics and the known political leanings
of a large number of states, Mr Obama can count on 201 electoral votes from states that are certain or
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likely to vote for him (as of October 30th). Mr Romney starts from a slightly lower base of 191 solid or
likely electoral votes.
Of the remaining swing states, Mr Obama holds sustained small polling leads in Michigan,
Pennsylvania, Wisconsin and Nevada, which would give him 253 electoral votes. Mr Romney has similar
advantages in Florida and Virginia, which would credit him with 235 electoral votes. Of the remaining
swing states, Colorado and Virginia seem to be straight toss-ups, and the president holds extremely
narrow polling leads in Iowa and New Hampshire. The final swing state is the most crucial: Ohio, worth
18 electoral votes. Winning this would probably be enough to take Mr Obama beyond 270 votes and
return him to office for a second term. Mr Romney, like many Republican presidential candidates before
him, can probably not afford to lose Ohio because, for victory, he would then need to to win both tossup states (Colorado and Virginia), take Iowa and New Hampshire by running down Mr Obama’s polling
lead, and take one other state that is already in Mr Obama’s column. Mr Obama, by contrast, has a more
plausible route to victory without Ohio, for example with victories in Iowa and Virginia. With a win in
Ohio, though, Mr Romney’s route to victory is more straightforward, probably with wins in two other
states.

Swing states		
Electoral college votes

RCP average

Florida

29

Romney +1.4

Pennsylvania

20

Obama +4.7

Ohio

18

Obama +1.9

Michigan

16

Obama +4.0

North Carolina

15

Romney +3.0

Virginia

13

Tie

Wisconsin

10

Obama +2.3

Colorado

9

Tie

Iowa

6

Obama +2.3

Nevada

6

Obama +2.4

New Hampshire

4

Obama +2.0

Note: Polling averages from RCP as of October 30th 2012.
Source: www.realclearpolitics.com.

Ohio outcome could turn on automakers’ bail-out in 2009
Our forecast of a narrow victory for Mr Obama is based on his slightly more favourable electoral college
permutations, but as the above calculations reflect, either candidate could still win this race. The
centrality of Ohio is not lost on either candidate, and both are lavishing considerable attention on the
state in the campaign’s final days. The way the state votes may well turn on the candidates’ attitude to
the automakers’ bail-out in 2009. At the time, Mr Obama decided that the government would allow GM
and Chrysler to move into bankruptcy and provide transitional financing while both firms restructured
their liabilities and returned to viability. Conversely, Mr Romney wrote an opinion piece in the New York
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Times urging bankruptcy for the two carmakers, with the distinction that he preferred them to rely on
transitional financing from the private sector—which was not necessarily available at the time and the
absence of which might have resulted in their liquidation. Either way, the automakers’ bail-out is now
viewed as a success and is believed to have saved around 1m jobs in the wider car industry, not least
in the manufacturing-heavy state of Ohio. If Mr Obama can profit from that policy measure to secure
re-election, it will have paid off in political as well as economic terms.
The candidates are likely to spend the final days of the campaign rallying voters in the swing
states. A major hurricane that hit the eastern seaboard of the US on October 29th has led to a
brief suspension of the contest but, given the high stakes, campaigning is likely to resume sooner
rather than later. Mr Obama’s management of the disaster bears downside risks for his re-election
bid, notably if the federal government is seen to be mishandling the situation. Any political upside
from the hurricane fallout is probably more limited; there are opportunities to show presidential
leadership, but Mr Obama will want to avoid accusations of grandstanding. For Mr Romney, the
situation is delicate too, as he will also want to avoid any appearance of opportunism. So, with disaster
recovery still ongoing, the final countdown to election day has begun—and the race is still wide open.
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